
Binoculars to explore 
all things far and close!

Please print the three following pages for as many people as you wish to participate at home. 

Today you will need a couple of toilet paper roll tubes, cardstock, scissors, glue, a string, and anything else 
you wish to decorate your binoculars with (yarn, buttons, shells, seeds), paper, and colours or markers.

In the first part of our challenge we will create a cool set of binoculars to explore and see everything that surrounds us 
at home! It will be a fun craft to make and use all day! Then we will search for animals that we are finding on the island, 
as we count them, and see how many we can find!
Our colouring activity is about exploring and seeing everything that surrounds us :) Remember we can use these 
colouring pages to make our own book later!!!

Have fun with this activity of our #creativeindoorchallenge with your family! Let’s have fun together!

Tell your friends to follow us, so we can all see your wonderful creations! Our instagram account is @ourboxparties  
We need to see you with your posts and tags, to keep track of your participation in this  #creativeindoorchallenge ! 
(If we can’t follow you, we won’t be able so see your posts and include you as a contestant for our winner’s prize!!! )

Share this challenge with your friends, family, neighbours, and teachers!
We can be creative and fun while being indoors, and enjoy this beautiful time together!

day 11
Welcome to the eleventh challenge of our #creativeindoorchallenge !!!
Today, we will make some cool binoculars, and then we will find some 
animals around!!!

Stay safe, remember to wash your hands, and enjoy being creative!!!

www.instagram.com/ourboxparties


day 11: Binoculars to explore all things far and close!

1. Take two toilet paper roll 
tubes, along with some coloured 

cardstock.

2. Roll a piece of cardstock 
around the first tube, adding 

some glue on the edge. Once 
you finish covering it, add more 

glue to seal the cardstock.

3. Do the same with the other 
tube. You can glue them 
together in the middle.

4. You can decorate the 
cardstock with more colours, or 

with tape, bonding them 
together! You can also use 
pieces of other materials :)

5. You can also make a little hole 
on each side, and put a thread, 

yarn, tape, or string to hang them 
around your neck! Just make a 

big knot at the end.

6. Woooohooo!

Follow the instructions to make these cool binoculars! You can find special 
things inside the house, and see things in a way you have never before!



day 11: Binoculars to explore all things far and close!
How many animals can you find? Do you know what sounds they make? Count how 
many of each are in this paper, and add a colour to each to identify them better!




